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ABSTRACT

Object Oriented techniques have been successfully applied to all phases of software
development including Requirements Analysis, Design, and Implementation . There
has been some reluctance to extend the Object paradigm into the System Analysis,
Architecture Development, and System Design phases . This is due to reasons
generally related to technology immaturity and concerns with applicability . Telemetry
systems in particular appear to be somewhat slow in embracing object technology .
The Range Standardization and Automation program has integrated proven techniques
to successfully produce an Object-oriented Systems Model . This paper presents the
techniques and benefits.
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INTRODUCTION

The paradigm shift to object oriented analysis for software development in telemetry
systems is a natural one for large complex systems . The nature of the problem space,
the natural disconnect between the requirements' developers and the requirements'
implementators, and the complexity of the delivered product all require an analysis
technique that identifies key elements of the delivered product early in the life cycle .
The prime motivator for the Range Standardization Automation (RSA) program to use
a OOA methodology was one of necessity . Clearly, the complexity of such a large
system would exceed the capacity of any one individual to understand the entire
system. This required that the system be abstracted in such a way to be able to view
the project as a whole and to be able to judge effects of decisions at the system level .
Furthermore, the maintainability and life-cycle requirements demanded a system that
would be easily extended and modified . These requirements mapped well into the
OOA paradigm.



RSA SYSTEM MISSION

The AFSPACECOM Range System is comprised of the Eastern Range (ER) operated
by the 45th Space Wing (45 SPW) at Patrick Air Force Base (AFB) and Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station, FL and the Western Range (WR) operated by the 30th
Space Wing (30 SPW) at Vandenberg AFB, CA . The ER and WR were established to
provide the space, facilities, equipment, and systems required to support spacelift and
on-orbit operations, Test and Evaluation (T&E) of ballistic missiles, T&E of
aeronautical (including guided missile) systems, and space object surveillance
tracking.

The ER is headquartered on the east coast of Florida at Patrick AFB (PAFB) . The
range is distributed from Cape Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAFS) down the coast
to PAFB, Jonathan Dickinson Missile Tracking Annex (JDMTA), and downrange
sites at Antigua and Ascension Islands in the Atlantic . The WR is headquartered on
the coast of California at Vandenberg AFB (VAFB) and is distributed from Pillar
Point AFS down the coast to Santa Ynez Peak and Anderson Peak . There are varying
configurations of radar, telemetry, optics, command, data processing,
communications, meteorology, and other instrumentation at each site.

The purpose of the RSA program is to provide state-of-the-art segments that meet
Range User and Range Safety requirements that can be operated and maintained in a
manner consistent with normal United States Air Force (USAF) operations while
reducing the operating cost of the ranges by 50 percent . This reduction in cost will be
a combination of reductions in the technical expertise needed to operate and maintain
range systems, reductions in the number of operators at the various sites/stations, and
configuration/reconfiguration time from one range operation to the next.

SYSTEM AND SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY

The RSA development methodology encompasses the complete system development
life cycle, from initial system design and software architecture analysis, through
software development and finally to system integration, deployment and maintenance .
Software processes often ignore (and sometimes compound) the problems that occur
in the transition from system to software-specific design and analysis activities .
Unfortunately, these problems often go undetected until system integration, when cost
and schedule impacts can be enormous . The RSA process uses an object analysis and
design process to greatly reduce the risks inherent in large system integration.

The object oriented approach offers many distinct advantages for large system
development. However, there is presently no software community consensus and



collaborated experience in the application of pure Object Oriented (OO) approaches to
large, distributed, real-time systems . The various Object Oriented methods agree in
principle in regard to abstract object models but differ greatly in the recommended
techniques and tools to implement the models across large distributed systems . To
mitigate risks and uncertainty associated with using OO for systems as challenging as
RSA, a hybrid approach has been developed that uses both OO and a more mature
methodology to address distributed, real-time concerns.

RSA has augmented the OO approach with the use of a proven, thread-based,
incremental build approach . This approach partitions the system into a collection of
threads. Each thread represents an end-to-end data path through the system . These
threads define the basis for the definition of specific system capabilities and
performance requirements in a non-ambiguous, easy to understand, traceable, and
verifiable manner . The system threads also provide a view of the system from which
the contents of the system build increments can be defined . Building the system in
increments will greatly reduce system integration risk and permit early detection and
correction of problems in high risk technical areas.

The initial system-level analysis captures and documents two complimentary views of
the system. The OO view grasps the characteristics of the objects of the problem
domain. This view provides a graphical representation of the overall problem domain
structure. The thread-based analysis view defines easy-to-understand scenarios of the
specific activities that the range must support . It provides a sound basis for the
definition of the system's evolving capabilities and the performance requirements that
must be achieved . Together, the views fully capture the range activities in a testable,
adaptable manner that neither approach can provide alone.

The RSA system development process will integrate the OO models and thread-based
models throughout the analysis and design processes . The RSA system process as
shown in Figure 1 combines the strengths of the OO and Thread approach.

This figure illustrates the methods used to continuously ensure that the OO and
Thread-based models are integrated . In the analysis phase, a unified, interdisciplinary
engineering team develops abstract models for both approaches . The Object and
Thread-based models are decomposed to component elements in parallel . The domain
areas identified as a result of the Object analysis provides the basis for the final
partitioning of the Thread-based model into domain-specific threads . An association
between object classes and the domain-specific threads that use object class services
is maintained as part of the program traceability database.
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Figure 1.  RSA Software Development Process

RESULTS TO DATE

The key for a successful analysis effort on the RSA program was the abstraction of the
problem space into a simple enough model to facilitate system level understanding of
the RSA system. This successful analysis allowed the subject matter experts to freely
discuss their requirements with the system implementors in a common framework that
documented requirements in a much less ambiguous manner than simple requirement
text would have provided . The difficulty of this analysis  was producing a model that
was simple enough . The psychologist Miller's [1] research indicated that the human
mind can reliably deal with seven plus or minus two simultaneous concepts . The goal
for the RSA program then was to produce a system level Object Oriented Analysis
(OOA) model that contained less than nine classes, which completely captured the
intent of the system . The results of that first model is shown in Figure 2.

The RSA program was responsible for delivering two range upgrades . These two
"software systems" were depicted in separate top level models that converged at lower
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Figure 2.  Eastern Range Top Level OOA Model

levels of the model . The development of the Eastern Range system model depicted in
Figure 2 was arrived at iteratively over a period of about a calendar month . The
greatest challenge in creating this model was in removing functionality until this
highest level model contained only that functionality that represented the RSA prime
mission for the Eastern Range . Functionality that was required to be delivered but was
simply in support of the prime mission were removed . This was a difficult task since
much of this functionality was known to both the subject matter experts and through
the statement of work to the system implementators . Examples of the type of



functionality removed includes range equipment status collection, range equipment
configuration, user accounting, system security, and mechanisms of process
communication. Once this highest level of understanding was established,  system
level requirements and operation concepts  were compared to the abstraction, to ensure
that all could be accomplished within the established framework as a check of the
analysis. The model portrayed in Figure 2 is certainly too simple to start any type of
preliminary system design . It was used by the development team as a starting point for
the next layer of the analysis hierarchy.

This common starting point was used to develop more detailed levels of the model .
These levels of the model dealt with the entire functionality required by the contract
and included all of the items that had been removed from Figure 2 . The detailed level
of modeling was considerably more dynamic and changed with some regularity during
the analysis phase . However, none of these changes required any modifications to the
upper level system model . The development of the detailed levels of the model again
was iterative and represented the first level where true software requirements could be
derived. We chose at this level of the model to violate our earlier requirement to have
fewer than nine classes . There were two reasons for this decision . The first was that
the analysis team felt it was necessary to represent the entire program space at this
level of detail . The second was the model was being used in regions or subsets and
those subsets tended to follow our earlier rule of nine or fewer classes.

One of the greatest benefits of this technique is its applicability to software
development.

The RSA program had a mandate to encourage software reuse to the highest extent
possible. The OOA model was used as one of the key methods to determine candidate
capabilities for reuse . Common system capabilities were identified and modeled early
as reusable system components. Early identification of these components maximized
their payback to the program.

The RSA program identified two types of reuse - internal and external . Internal reuse
is software that was developed by RSA that was designed so that it could be used in as
many different situations as was technically feasible . External reuse is software that
was developed external to the RSA program and which was used as-is or modified
with RSA funds.

Internal reuse was the area where reuse had the largest impact on the RSA program .
The analysis team reviewed the OOA model at all levels and identified roots of
inheritance trees . These trees if used by more than one Computer Software
Configuration Item (CSCI), became commonly developed classes . Each level of



inheritance trees that did not have CSCI specific attributes or methods associated with
its classes were assigned to be developed for the entire program . In general each class
of the inheritance tree became a Ada package and it inherited methods and attributes
from its ancestor in the inheritance tree.

The development of the RSA system with externally reused components could  have
been a tremendous cost savings to the program . However, since libraries of reusable
architectural designs did not at this time exist for this problem domain, external reuse
was limited on the RSA program to component level reuse . The OOA model was
reviewed and a rough list of basic software building blocks was accumulated . This list
was used to shop from existing Ada software repositories for the identified
components. Those components were retrieved, cleaned up to program specifications,
tested, and installed in a common program library . The type of components that were
identified are generic queues, lists, stacks, hash tables, string manipulators, and other
basic components . These components are abundant in the archives and excellent
versions requiring minimal work have been found . Less than a man month was
expended to create 27 components (over 2k logical source statements) and bring all
those components to the unit test level.

CONCLUSION

The use of the OOA Paradigm in the analysis of large telemetry systems is a natural
one. The analysis method readily points out problems in the analysis early in the
program and provides a common framework for subject matter experts to interact with
System implementors . The OOA techniques also highlight areas that are available for
internal reuse of software.
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